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The Development of the Marketing Management Concept

by

Fred M* Jones

About the middle of the twentieth century the term "marketing concept"

came into use to denote the management of the marketing activities of a

manufacturing flra. During Vforld War II when little or no marketing re-

sistance had been encountered customers had been allotted quotas and their

names had been placed on waiting lists. It was expected that this situation

would change and executives began to givs marketing activities more attention

Firms had become large as the size of markets had iacreafed and executives

who had much training and experience in marketing were arriving at positions

of Influence. In the years when a bu^te 's market prevailed these executives

received a more attentive hearing.

The Coi^sumer Basis

in element of the marketing ooncept is the firm must be market oriented,

the entire firm must be keenly aware of the consuioerf the marketing philoso-

phy must permeate the entire firm. From time to timey so it was said, the

constner had been forgotten. Adam Smith, perhaps not the first, commented

1

on the neglect of the consumer in his Wealth of Wationa (1776). He saidj

Consumption is the sole end and purpose of all production} and the

interest of the producer ought to be attended to, only so far as it may

be necessary for promoting that of the consumer. The maxim is so per-

fectly self-evident, that it would be absurd to attempt to prove it.

But in the mercantile system, the interest of the consumer is almost

constantly sacrificed to that of the producer; and it seems to consider

production, and not consumption, as the ultimate end and object of all

Industry and comnterce.

1. Adam Smith, ^ Inquiry Into the yrature and Causes of the Wealth of

Nations « ?^ew Yorki Random House, Inc., 1937, p. 625.





SBiith probably overst-.ted the case since he sal"^ that the primacy of

the consumer was so self-evident as to not to need proof. The files of

the firms of his day eontai.ned correspondence inquiring about the nature of

the market and consumer preference in whatever parts of the world a firm traded*

Conditions were such, however, that for the next century the primary concern

was production and not marketing. I'he manufacturer of goods for the household

consumer depended upon the wholeseiler 's and the retailer's interpretation of

the consumer's preference. It was unnecessary, as Arch W. Shaw pointed out,

for the businessman to search out unfonnvilated human needs. Only recently

had production outstripped the market and had the businessman become a pioneer

on the frontier of human wants. The more progressive man was noW (1912) search-

ing out the unconscious needs of the cons-umer, was producing goods to gratify

them, and was bringing to the attention of the consiuner the existence of such

2

goods.

Shaw was an astute observer of the business world and had witnessed the

growth of advertising and the success of Sears, Roebuck & Company and >tont-

goraery Ward & Company as well as the increase in the nunber and size of chain

stores and department stores. The success of these retailers depended upon

their sensitivity to the consumer's preferences and this they expressed

through orders placed with manufacturers. Tt would be a while, however, be-

fore manufacturers made a direct and concerted effort to interpret the con-

sumer's needs.

2. Arch W. Shaw, "Some Problems In l-Iarket Distribution." Quarterly

Jovtrnal of Economics . Vol. 26 (November, 1911—August, 1912), p. 708.





Marketing writers before 1920 were aware of the prijnacy of the corsumer,

but they aaw, under the circumstances, their taak to be describing and analys-

ing the marketing process and its institutions. Paul H. Uyatrom (1915) said

that the function of a retail store was to provide its customers with the goods

they wanted and when and where they wanted them. It was to be borne in mind

continually that it was the consumer who xiltlmately determined what would be

3

and what wovild not be in retailing as well as in the entire business world.

Since Nystrom was writing about retailing, he necessarily emphasized the con-

svnaer, but the concept that a manufacturing firm should be market or consumer

oriented was not receiving prime attention.

Early Organization Structure

Organization structure for marketing activities Is another element of the

marketing concept, and driring the first decade of the twentieth century the

place of marketing activities in a firm's organization structure was being

discvissed. In 1909, James B. Griffith conceived the internal organization

structure to be divided into two major divisions called commercial and ?ianufact-

4
uring. The commercial division Included sales, advertising and accounting

while the manxifacturing division Included purchasing, stores, and production.

Griffith said that there was a difference of opinion concerning the place of

the advertising department in the organization. In some organizations the ad-

vertising manager was a subordinate of the sales manager.. Thus, Griffith gave

early evidence of a long and continuing difference of opinion.

In 1911, Maurice Henry Robinson called the sales department that branch of

3. Paul H. Nystrom, The gconomlcs of Retailing . Wew York: The Ronald

Press Company, 1915, p. 41.

4. James B. Griffith, "Administrative and Industrial Organization."

In James B. Griffith, editor. Cyclopedia of Commerce, Accountancy, Business

Administration. Chicago » Amarfcan School "oT UoiWdSftoncTence, iV'jy. "VOl'.'T,

pp. 14-19.
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a business enterprise through which the goods are marketed . Robinson th\xs

saw the sales department as the marketing department, but at that time the

term "sales department" was in coimion use rather than "marketing department."

Robinson included in his concept of the sales department selling, advertising,

estimating, and ordering. The extension of credit and making collections was

included in the accounting department. Tlobinaon also included a traffic de-

partment in his concept of the total organization structure of a firm,

Ralph Starr Butler (1911) noted that in scane large firms the advertising

manager reported to and consulted with thh sales manager, the latter having

6

jurisdiction over the advertising department. Butler, however, offered no

comprehensive concept of an organization structure for marketing activities.

The early writers on marketing knew of the work of Frederick W. Taylor

and one, Charles W. Hoyt (1912), atten^ted to apply Taylor's approach, but

Hoyt confined himself to the management of the sales forde and did not ex-

7

pand his concept to include other marketing activities. In a paper read at

the first meeting of the Efficiency Society, held in New York City, March 18

and 19, 1912, Walter H. Cottingham, President of the Sherwin Williams Company,

stated what at that time was an advanced concept for the sales depsu*tment.

8

He said:

The head of the sales department should be responsible, not only for

sales, but for advertising, for traffic, and for the distribution of the

product. He should direct all that relates to the selling and handling

of the goods after they are delivered by the manufacturing department to

the shipping department. Only in this way can he thoroughly and effectively

influence the service to customers, which plays such an important part in

5. Maurice Henry Robinson, "lijdern Business Organization and Management*'"

In Walter D. Moody anr! Samuel McClintock, editors. Business Administration .

Chicago: La Salle Hbctenslon University, 1911. Vol. II, p. H9.
6. Ralph Starr Butler, "Selling and Buying." In Joseph French Johnson,

editor. Modern Business . Mew Yorkt Alexander Hamilton Institute, 1911. Vol. 11, p.

7. Charles W. Hoyt, Scientific Sales Managffloent. Few Haven, Conn.: George

B. Moolson & Co., 1912,

8. Walter H. Cottingham, ''The Sales Department. « Few York, Tha Effl..
So£iaty» Transactions. Vol, I (1913), pp. 121-122. -^^ fii.*cieEcy





building up a successful sales organization. All advertising is sell-

ing! and therefore, in order to insure the right kind of cooperation,

the advertising department shoixLd be a br'^ncb of the sales department,

which necessitates the head of the sales department being a competent Judge

of advertising as yell as of selling. The distribution of the product,

whether direct or through branch houses, involves service to the customers;

therefore^ the traffic department, which directs the movement of goods,

and the branch bouses that handle them, should come under the management

of the head of the sales department. In no other way can the most efficient

service be well secxrred. The sales department should have an eq\aal or con-

trolling supervision in the credit and collection departments for the same

reason that it affects so intimately, and, in the case of these departm.enta,

sensitively, the service to the customers.

With reference to the relation of the sales department to the mantifacturing

department, Cottingham said that it was the business of the sales department

to make known theit* requir'ement& to the iftanufaoturing dej)artmeht, and: the man-

ufacturing department shoiild be operated for the benefit of the sales department,

and not for the benefit of the factory. The sales department served the customer

and the factory should serve the sales department.

This early view of the sales department is essentially the marketing concept

that was being discussed so widely fifty to sixty years later. Cottingham 's

sales department was to have complete control of the product after it was de-

livered by the production department for shipping. The entire staff from office

boy to chief executive was to be imbtied with the selling spirit. Their united

aim would be to increase demand, not merely to supply demand. Cottingham also

held that selling the product in volvmie at a profit was the object and test of

a successful business organization.

In the discussion that followed Mr. H. F. J. Porter, an industrial engineer

and Secretary of the Society, had the final word. He said that Mr. Cottingham

was not only a salesman, but an organizer, and as such was able in his ovn

factories to develop the various departments so that they balanced each other.

Otherwise, the emphasis placed on the dominating importance of the sales de-

partment would soon load up the production department with all sorts of special





orders which the consumer was anxious to purchase. No department should be the

most important, but all shbuld be equal and cooperating.

A few years later World War I took attention from marketing and placed It

on production. Sales departments were reduced in size and virtually became

idle as factories were turned from the production of civilian goods to war.

material. Following the cessation of hostilities, hov/ever, there was a switch

from a seller's market to a buyer's market and increased attention was given

to marketing problems . The relationship of the advertising department to the

sales department and the place of these departments in the organization struct-

xxre continued to be discussed, J. George Frederick (1919) said both depart-

ments were technical departments responsible for the single function of sales

development, and both the management of the advertising and the management of

salesmen should be under a higher ranking exgcutive such as a vice-president

in charge of sales, a director of sales, a head of distribution and sales, or

a marketing manager who had a wide perspective of selling efforts and was not

9

necessarily a technician in any phase of the work. This was an early use of

the tdrm '•marketing man'iger;'' In the 1920 's it would be used more frequently,

but it was not the vise of the term itself which is significant. The significant

thing is the concept of the scope and nature of the activities for which the

marketing manager would "oe responsible.

Expanding the Sales Department

With regard to manufacturing, Frederick W. Taylor (1903) and Henry R.

9

Towne saw the necessity for separating the planning of work from its execution*

When hearings were held (1910) before the Interstate Commerce Commission on an

9. Frederick W. Taylor, Scientific Management . Few Yorki Harper & Row, 19it7.

This is a reprint of Taylor's two most important publications. Shop Management

was first published in 1903 under the auspices of The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers. Tbwne wrote the Foreword when Shop Ttenagement was republished in 1911.

See pp. 9, 65, and 110 of ^bfi£ i^n^^^^^ and p. 38 of Sciactifi, JfeESgemest (I91I),





application for increased rates by railroads operating in the East, H. L. Gantt,

Harrington Emerson, H. R. Towne, and Prank Gllbreth, among others, gave testimony.

Louis D, 3randeis represented the opponents of the rate increase and in his brief

said, "Planning is the essence of scientific management" and he quoted Gllbreth

10

aa saying, "Separate the pla-rning from the performance." C. W. Hoyt (1912)

in his Scientific Sales y^nagement adopted this view and vjoiild have a central

planning department called Sales Cooperation the function of which would be

11

to coordinate other selling efforts with the work of the salesmen. Hoyt did

not at that time have planning and forecasting of sales as a part of his concept,

but five years later (1917) he did set forth his concept of a marketing plan

12

which was comprehensive.

Interest in scientific managanent was stimulated by the railroad rate case

and orgaplzations were fonned for the promotion and dissemination of management

knowledge. One of these was the Taylor Society which at a meeting in Rochester,

New York on June 25, 1920 passed a resolution to call a meeting of managers

13

especially interested in sales operations. Committees were appointed on the

organization and functions of the sales planning department, the organization

ard functions of the sales operating department, the selection and training of

salesmen, sales quotas, and the preparation of questionnaires. The committee

reports constitute an important landmark in the development of the marketing

management concept.

The Committee on the Organization and Functions of the Sales Operating

10. Louis D. Brandeis, Scientific Managa^ent and Railroads . T^Tew York:

The Engineering Magazine, 1911, p. 11.

11. Hoyt, 22. olt., p. 25.

12. Hiram C. Barlcsdale, editor, ^faykating In Progress . New York; .

Holt, Rlnehart and Winston, Inc., 1964, pp. 112-119.

13. Bulletin of the Taylor Society. Vol. V, no, 5 (October, 1920), pp. 189, 200,
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Department divided selling Irtoj

(a) The making of larger plans for the marketing of a product, in-

volving analysis of the market and the product, the preparation of

master schedules, and the coordination of production, financial and

selling resources J called Sales Engineering, Sales Planning, Merchand-

ising, Merchandise Control, etc., and in many instances cared for by

advertising and selling agencies

»

(b) The actual conduct of the selling operations, involving the

detail planning of selling operations, the selection, training and di-

rection of the sales force, the detail planning and conduct of selling

operations vhen salesmen are not used, and all contacts with the customer;

called in this report Sales Operating.

The Conmittee on the Organization and Functions of the Sales Engineering

Departajsnt divided sales engineering into field research, technical activities,

and master planning and scheduling. The field research activities were classi-

fied under products, marketing policies and methods, and general research cover-

ing administrative and management problems. Technical activities covered the

following twelve areas

t

Products Trade Organizations

Advertising Legislation

Selling Merchandise Stocks

Sales Service Patents and Copyrights

Markets or Sales Fields Statistics

Conpetitors ' Activities Complaints

With reference to master planntiig and schedioling, the Conmittee thought

that sales engineering should 'oe the coordinating function of the entire

business and be months ahead of any of the operating divisions. Only thus

could the purchasing, financial, personnel, and Toroduction divisions have ad-

15

equate tine to plan for their respective activities.

The recognition of the need for a marketing plan and the importance of

coordination with the other divisions of the firm was an \inusual concept in

U. 0£. clt.. No. 6 (December, 1920), p. 238.

15. Ibid., p. 237.





1920, As with production, the planning of marketing activities was to be

separated from the performance of those activities. The scope of the activities

was broad, but the terms "raarketing division" and "marketing management" were

not in wide use. Instead the term •^saJLes management" was used to denote the

16

area of marketing management.

Evolution of the Marketing Division

During the next thirty years a number of academicians and business executives

contributed to the evolution of the sales management concept into the marketing

management concept. Among these was Percival White whose Scientific Marketing

Management (1927) was inspired by Taylor's work. White's purpose was "to set

forth the principles of modern scientific marketing" and the development of a

procedure "bnsed upon the same rnrirclples of efficiency and economy which have

17

been employed in other fields of activity."

As White saw it, sciientific marketing was a system aiming positively and

throughout at benefitin,^; the consumer. The marketing operations of firms wore

scattered and marketing personnel were seldom grouped together at the home office.

Hitherto there had "been little conscious endeavor to relate all the marketing

activities to a scientifically planned system of organization, wherein each

particular function operates in coordination with the whole." In the majority

of establishments there existed little in the way of marketing organization be-

18

yond the sales (department. '<!arketing to many minds was synonymous with selling.

In White 's concept the Marketing Manager was to be the chief executive of

the Marketing Division and his duty was to direct, coordinate, maintain and

16. H. R. Tosdal, Problems of Sales Management . Chicago: A* W. Shaw

Company, 1921, pp. xx, 1.

17. Percival White, Scientific Tfarketing Management , Few lorki Harper &

Brothers, 1927, p, v,

18. Ibid . . pp. 38, 78-79, 96-99.
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measure marketing activities. He discussed the following urder the depart-

mentlzing of marketing activities:

1. Selling 7. Market research

2. Advertising 8, Marketing planning

3. Sales promotion 9. r-larketing training

U* Traffic IT. Marketing acooimtlng

5. Service 11. Purchasing

6. Credit 12. Product analysis

Some of these activities would exist as separate large departments sub-

ordinate to the Marketing Manager, but in some instances a department might

consist of one man and in the case of planning, the Marketing Manager might

19

also be the head of the Planning Department, Since his system was based on

the principles of scientific management, there was to be adherence to the prin-

ciple of functionalization

.

White viewed his concept as a system to be installed in a firm and he ex-

pected opposition to its installation from a V5iriety of soufces. It woxild be

necesssry to generate managerial support for it because some executives would

view it as a possible curtailment of their authority or as a method of dis-

placing them. They had developed in a production oriented environment and,

therefore, would not be marketing oriented.

In the decade of the 193^5 's the number of those who contributed to the

development of the marketing management concept increased. Lee H. Bristol (1932),

a business executive, envisione'"'^ a vice-president in charge of distribution, a

distribution manager, or a distribution director as being responsible for market-

ing activities. This distribution director would be a competent specialist in

various marketing activities and also would have a perspective of marketing that

was both broid and deep. This man \rould take the product from the factory door

and tttrn it into profits. Bristol thought that increasing importance would be

19. Ibid., p. 113.
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attached to distribution iri its broader concept and that "the changes which

20

we are anticipating will be broadly accepted."

0. Fred Rost (1933), the marketing editor of Business Week , held a view

that in some respects was similar to that of Bristol. The recent backing up

of the flow of goods against production had caused executives to decide that

distribution meant more than the mere transportation of goods. In its broader

interpretation distribution distribution incltided all those activities that

exert their influence after the manufacturing process has been completed.

Among these are packaging, prepar^^.tion for shipraent, the determination of the

size of the consumer package and the size of the shtnping units, labeling and

advertising, and the selling, wholesaling, and retailing activities. In the

future it would be increasingly desirable to centralize responsibility for

these activities in a director of distribution. The term "marketing" would

come to be applied only to those activities concerned with the determination

21

and execution of broad policies under which the products were distributed,

L. F. Urwick (1933) presented an English concept which had the marketing

division being responsible for secxiring coordination between manufacturing and

selling. The marketing division was not to be placed over production and sales

but was to be a parnllel organization unit with its own clearly defined duties

and functions of a planning and coordinating type. The responsibilities of
22*

Urwick 's marketing division were determining:

20. Lee H. Bristol, Profits In Advance , vew Yorkj Harper & Row, 1932. In

H. C. Barksdale, eciitor. Marketing In Progress . New York: Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, Inc., pp. 132, 136.

21. 0. Fred Host, Distribution Today . New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,

Inc., 1933, pp. 2A, 26.

22. L. F. Urwick, Management of Tomorrow . London: Visbet and Co., pp. 92-93.
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1« What the business shoxild make and sell.

2. The price at which the business should sell the products.

3. To whom the business shoiild sell.

4.. When products should be added or withdrawn.

5. The quantities at which the business should aim in the sale

of each product line.

6. The standard of quality which the business should seek to maintain.

The marketing division that Urwick envisior.ed was a facilitating or staff

division performing duties and functions already being attended to by someone.

What was wanted, however, was a definite, specialized organ within the organism

for carrying out these duties.

Urvfick was expressing his concept at a time of gre^.t economic upheaval.

He believed that emphasis had been improperly placed on production. For

almost a century there had been a pronounced seller's market and the main con-

cern had been with the development of new means of production and transportation.

Businessmen had taken to thinking of production first and distribution after-

wards. The main job of distribution was not to get rid of what production made,

but to tell production what to make. I^ferket research while of great, importance

was almost always undertaken v/ith a view, not of finding out what the consumer 's

habits really were, but to sell what some manufacturer could make. Urwick

offered his concept of the Marketing Division as the solution to the problem,

k broad view of what should be the responsibility of the Marketing Division

continued to evolve. Bernard Lester (1935) saw every departmental activity of

a machinery manufacturer as having an affect on customer relationships, as

23

either building up customer relationships or tearing them down. He then

discussed how nanufact-oring, design, research, patent, credit, and service

and installation activities have a bearing on customer relationships. He did

not advocate any particular or^-nnization structure but said that "the iStructurej,

23. Bernard Lester, Marketing Industrial Equipment . Ti'eu York: McGr5W-Hill

Book Company, Inc., 1935, p. 136.
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character, and size of the sales organiaation" depended largely upon the product

or products offere-^. for sale and the methods of distribution. It is to be

noted that he used the term "sales organization" rather than "marketing orgiaa-

tion.

Writers on sales management in the 1930 's saw the relationship of selling

to the other activities of a firm, but th? department that they v/ere dia-

cussi-ng was the sales departmert and not a marketing department or division.

Tosdal (19^0), however, did say, "In a broader sense, the chief executive is

a marketing manager, the person who is responsible for fonnulating and carry-

ing out the plans for marketing the product; he is both a planning and an

25

operating official."

The Total Concept

Following World War IT, as the restrictions on production for civilian

use were lifted and a buyer's market developed, there was a renewed interest

in marketing. The broadener! concept of marketing was known by the executives

26

of General Slectric and in the Company's annual report for 1952 it was stated:

In 1952 your Company's operatin,'^ managers were presented with an

advanced concept of marketing, formulated by the Marketing Services

Division. This, in simple terms, '>rould introduce the marketing man

at the beginning rather than at the end of the production cycle and

would integr-!te marketing into each phase of the business. Thus mark-

eting, through its studies and research, would establish for the engineer,

the designer and the rnanufacturing man what the custc'tier wants in a given

product, what price he is willing to pay, and wh^ire and when it will be

wanted. T-feirketing would have authority inproduct planning, production

gcheduling and inventory control, as well as the sales distribution and

servicing of the product. This concept, it is believed, will tighten

control over business operations and will fix responsibility, while

making possible greater flexibility and closer teamwork in the marketing
of the Company's products.

2^. Ibid,, p. 165.

25, H. R. Tosdal, Introduction to Sales Management , >Tew York: McGraw-Hill

Book Company, Inc., 19^0, pp. 32'')-321,

26. General Electric Sixty-First Annual Report . Schenectady, M,''Y.»

General Hlectric Company, 1953, p. 21.
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Thia statement attracted widespread attertlor and much discussion of

the ••marketing concept" folloved. Edward S, McKay, a 'general Electric ex-

ecutive, saw the concept as calling for a factual marketing plan, a funct-

ional organization structure, and a professionally managed operation. Pro-

fessional marketing management, as he defined it, was the organizing and

carrying out of all the functions involved in planning and moving products

27

to the consumer with optimtmi sales volume and profits.

Three years later (1957), Fred J. Borch, subsequently President of General

Electric, saw marketing as a func'amental bus-'ness philosophy and organizational

structuring as the Implementt^tion of the philosophy. The marketing philosophy

rested on two fundamentals, the "dual-core" 5ob of marketing and the profit

concept. Businesses must be focussed on the customer's needs and desires.

Only after identification of these needs- could marketing people lead the way

in determining what shoiild be done to provide the necessary products and. ser-

vices. Borch emphasized that the marketing philosophy rested on the profit

28

concept, not the volume concept,

ITumerous speeches and articles in the 1950 's and 1960's advocated the

adoption of the marketing concept as a philosophy in which the entire organ-

ization should be indoctrinated. The firm must be tuned to the wants of the

consumer whether he was an industrial consumer or a household consumer. The

wants of the consumer must be known, theiT implications grasped, and inter-

pretations of them made in terms of the firm's products, services, and profit

objectives. The ever-changing nature of these wants must be accepted and an

27, Edward S. McKay, "How to Plan and Set Up Your Marketing Program."

Marketing Series . T7o. 91. ^^ew York: American Management Association, Inc.,

1954, p. 3.

28. Fred J. Borch, "The Marketing Philosophy As A Way of Business Life."

Marketing Series . Vo. 99. Few York t American Management Association, Inc.,

1957, pp. 3, 5.
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atten^it must be aade to adjust the firm and its products to the changes.

In the organization structiire responsiblity and authority were to be

so arranged as to give effect to the marketing orientation of the firm.

Product planning, pricing, channels of distribution, product servicing,

warehousing, traffic, advertising, marketing strategy, and the control of

marketing operations were to be vd.thin the scope of the marketing division

of the firm.

Integration of functions was an important element of the concept. Market-

ing functions were understood to be a unit of related functions or activities

that was inseparable from other functions of the firm. The life' of the firm

began with cash and then equipment, raw materials, and services were purchased.

Operations were performed and products manufactured, sold, and converted back

to cash. There was a circular flow that depended upon all functions of the firm»

When the performance of the marketing functions did not return an adequate

amount of cash, the performance of other functions ceased. In the opposite

manner, if other functions were performe-^ inefficiently, the performance of

the marketing functions was adversely affected.

Planning was an essential element of the concept. The appropriate sales

Volume ETist be planned so that the firm's profit objective woiild be accom-

plished. Departmental objectives mast be established and coordinated. To

do this, it was necessary to gather and process scientifically data about

the meirket and the marketing operations of the firm.

Evaluation of the Concept

Awareness of the consinner was not something that sviddenly occurred follow-

ing '/forld War TI, Manufacturers and distributors had long understood the im-

portance of the consumer and when they failed to do so, they were reminded by
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the accumulation of inventories. Follovdng the War, as customer waiting lists

disappeared and competition increased, the popularity of resale price mainten-

ance declined, the discconter flourished, and the cause of the consumer became

popular. In this atmosphere business executives could understandably assert

their awareness of the importance of the consumer. Marketing executives who

had been trained in marketing ware well aware of the fundamental importance

of the consTxmer. There were others, however, who had recent experience in the

production of war material as well as consumer goods for a seller's market.

The problems of marketing for the most part were unknown to them.

Experienced marketing executives, now with the ear of top management,

possibly sensed an opportunity and set forth on a program of making management

conscious of marketing. Some of these knew of the writings Taylor, White,

Bristol, Drwick, and others and could support with logic the case for making

the marketing division the dominating division of a firm. Those who had ex-

perience in sales management were suitably equipped to push the cause for an

organizational division of broad scope, but their efforts wotild not have had

any widespread and lasting success had there been no sound basis for urging

the adoption and mplen»r.tation of the marketing concept. The concepts of

coordination, planning, and functional! zation were old in management theory

and writers and speakers had long before illustrated and urged an increased

application of these concepts in the marketing area. During the Waur, with

bonsumer goods rationed and wholesalers ar.d retailers on allottments, there

was little or no need for market planrJLng. Sales deparlanents were greatly re-

duced or practically disappeared. It was row necessary to rebuild these de-

partments, often on a larger scale. Population was increasing and the growth

or markets was being accelerated by increasing incomes and improvements in

trei©sportation and comiminication. An opportunity existed for larger brjsiness
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units and the accompanying larger imits of internal organization structure,

particularly that dealing with the marketing of a firm's products.

Although the marketing executives of some firms vrould have had the market-

ing philosophy prevailing throughout the finn and the marketing division dom^

inating the organizatior^ struct\xre, it is doubtful that this view was com-

pletely implemented. The marketing executive is subjected to pressures from

customers which if yeilded to would increase manufacturing costs, endanger the

firm's liqx;ildity as well as result in increased marketing costs. Consequently,

the chief executive of a firm, althoxigh he might have been marketing minded,

found it necessary to control and coordinate marketing activities in a manner

that an optimum profit might be earned. The marketing divisiaion, adm5.ttedly

having important responsibilities, was to be managed in a manner that vrould

effectively contribute to accomplishing the firm's profit objective.
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